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Prof. Ana Bazzan
Short CV
Ana Bazzan is Professor of Computer Science at the
Institute of Informatics and Leader of the Artificial
Intelligence Group, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do
Sul (UFRGS), Porto Alegre, Brazil. Her research focuses on
multiagent systems, in particular on agent-based modeling
and simulation (ABMS), and multiagent learning for the
transportation domain. Since 1996, she has collaborated with various researchers in the
application of ABMS and game theory to social science domains, such as the emergence
of cooperation, the prisoner’s dilemma and public goods games. In recent years, she has
contributed to different topics regarding smart cities, focusing on transportation. In 2014,
Bazzan was General Co-chair of AAMAS (the premier conference in the area of
autonomous agents and multiagent systems).

Project
Interconnecting machine learning, multiagent system, and complex systems:
applications in socio-technical systems
This project addresses complex systems, with focus both on socio-technical systems as
well as on the networking aspects of social systems. In a nutshell, techniques from
network theory combined with agent-based modelling and simulation (ABMS) of
complex systems, as well as machine learning (ML) will be employed to case studies
involving modelling of collective and/or emerging behavior in social systems, simulation
of human societies (present and past), and other systems that involve complex human
behavior. Among these, some relate to smart cities in general and transportation in
particular.

Publications (Selection)
Lucas N. Alegre and Theresa Ziemke and Ana L. C. Bazzan, (2021). Using
reinforcement learning to control traffic signals. In IEEE Transactions on Intelligent
Transportation System (to appear).
Prado, S. D.; Dahmen, S. R.; Bazzan, A. L. C.; Macarron, M.; Hillner, J. (2020)
Gendered Networks and Communicability in Medieval Historical Narratives. Advances in
Complex Systems. In Advances in Complex Systems, 23.
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Redwan, C. S. Z. and Bazzan, A. L. C. (2020) How hard is it for agents to learn
the user equilibrium? Characterizing traffic networks by means of entropy. In Advances
in Complex Systems, 23, pp. 1-32.
Bazzan, A. L. C. and Kluegl, F. (2013) Introduction to Intelligent Systems in Traffic
and Transportation. Morgan and Claypool.
Bazzan, Ana L. C. and Klügl, Franziska, (2014). A review on agent-based
technology for traffic and transportation. In The Knowledge Engineering Review, vol.29,
pp. 375-403.
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Dr. Joffrey Becker

Short CV
Joffrey Becker is Research Associate and member
of the Anthropology of Life team at the LAS
(Laboratoire d‘Anthropologie Sociale) at the Collège
de France, Paris. He completed his PhD at the
EHESS Paris under the supervision of Carlo Severi. From 2013 on, he worked on many
projects combining approaches from anthropology, robotics, and computer science.
Becker was a postdoctoral fellow at the quai Branly Museum in Paris from 2014-2015,
where he participated in the design of an experimental Human-Robot Interaction
protocol involving the robot Berenson. In 2016, he also studied how robotic and smart
systems transform the work activity in dairy farms. From 2017-2018 he joined the multidisciplinary team at the Paris Observatory (PSL/IRIS-OCAV) as a post-doctoral fellow to
work on the representations associated with life and artificial systems in space.

Project
Living beside Machines / Living inside Machines
This one-year project continues a research work in social anthropology which has
started in 2010. The project focuses on the relations between humans and so-called
intelligent systems and more particularly on the transformations associated to their
design whether they are of an ontological, interactional or societal kind. Whether they
take part in the description of natural processes, in uncanny interactions with humans or
more broadly in hybrid systems where they "work" with or instead of humans, these
machines raise questions directly related to the power attributed to technologies to
deeply transform the societies which make and use them. Thanks to ethnographic
methods, the aim is to better understand how complex systems like intelligent
environments or bio-inspired robots participate in reconfiguring the representations we
have about life, our relations and our activities. Looking at different scales of interaction,
the project thus focus on the representations embedded in objects (whether they are the
result of scientific or cultural knowledge) in order to better consider the users’ point of
view. The purpose of this project is to explore new means to study the social changes
associated to the design of so-called intelligent systems. The challenge is to conceive
multi-disciplinary methods. It implies a strong cross-disciplinary commitment in order to
help researchers in Human-Robot Interaction and Computer Science to better anticipate
the many issues raised by their technologies.
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Publications (Selection)
Becker J.
(2021) Anthropology, AI and Robotics. In A. Elliott (Ed.), The
Routledge Social Science Handbook of AI. Abingdon-on-Thames, Routledge.
Becker J., Bianchini S., Scurto H., Tosi Brandi E. (2021) Picking Up Good
Vibrations: Designing an Experimental Setup to Assess the Role of Vibrations in
Human-Robot Interaction. IEEE Int. Conf. on Robotics and Automation, ICRA’21,
Sentimental Machines, Xi’an.
Collectif PsyPhINe (Eds.) (2021) Que prêtons-nous aux machine? Approches
interdisciplinaire des interactions homme-robot. Nancy : PUN - MSH Lorraine.
Becker J. (2020) Designing anthropomorphic machines: An ethnography of
design practices. Réseaux, 220-221(2-3) : pp. 223-251.
Becker, J. (2015) Humanoïdes, Expérimentations croisées entre arts et
sciences. Nanterre: Presses Universitaires de Paris Ouest, Collection Frontières de
l'humain.
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Prof. Amanda Boetzkes
Short CV
Amanda Boetzkes is Professor of
Contemporary Art History and Theory
at the University of Guelph, Canada.
Her research specializes in ecology
and theories of consciousness and
perception. Over the course of her
career, she has analyzed complex
human relationships with the environment through the lens of aesthetics, patterns of
human waste, and the global energy economy. She has held residential research
fellowships at the Getty Institute (2020), the Smithsonian Institute (2018), and the
Rachel Carson Center in Munich (2016). In her most recent research, Boetzkes focuses
on environments in the circumpolar North, addressing the Greenland Ice Sheet as a
primary site of environmental, social, and perceptual importance. In 2019, after several
fieldwork expeditions to Greenland, she held an interdisciplinary, site-specific workshop
in Ilulissat, Greenland, a township of 4000 people. The ambition of the workshop was to
attune environmental science to Inuit epistemology and the politics of sovereignty, and
to develop an aesthetic sensibility from this reciprocal form of relating.

Project
Art’s Realism: Ecological Perception and the Mediation of Climate Change
Cultures
At the Käte Hamburger Kolleg “Cultures of Research” Prof. Boetzkes will be completing
a monograph titled, Ecologicity: Vision and Art for a World To Come. The project
considers contemporary art’s mediation of climate change and its production of
ecological perception at the axis of climate science, Inuit knowledge and the world
exhibition complex. This coordination of knowledge is the context by which to
understand the emergence of organizations that unite artists, scientists and
representatives of Indigenous nations to produce innovative platforms of exhibition and
collective experience.
One of the primary challenges presented by climate change is to theorize the perceptual
connections between scales of ecological activity. In order to analyze the interplay
between immediate perceptions of the earthly condition and multi-scalar mediations of
it, the book turns to the cognitive theory of ecological perception, positioning it as a focal
point in a genealogy of contemporary art that is currently understood through models of
cognition, affect, attention, and stylistic evolution.
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To further explain the synthesis of art, science, and politics in contemporary art,
Boetzkes’ project draws from political ecology. Political ecology creates new
intersections of knowledge in order to analyze human social and political activity in
relation to other beings, objects, species and the earth itself. It therefore signals an
emergent sensibility that Boetzkes registers in contemporary art under the rubric of
ecologicity. A crucial facet of art’s ecologicity, she argues, is its exuberance; how it
recovers and advances postures that can be understood as specifically behavioural
flourish, and how these responses are the basis for bodily positions, capabilities and
ethical stances that connect us to animals, plant species, environmental phenomena,
and future generations.

Publications (Selection)
Boetzkes, A. Ecologicity: Vision and Art for a World to Come.
SSHRC Insight Grant (forthcoming).

Funded by

Boetzkes, A. (2021) Cold Sun * Hot Planet: Solarity’s Aesthetic, Planetary
Perspective, In South Atlantic Quarterly 120.1: pp. 91-102.
Boetzkes, A. (2019) Plastic Capitalism: Contemporary Art and the Drive to
Waste. Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press.
Boetzkes, A. (2010) The Ethics of Earth Art. Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press.
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Prof. Alexandre Hocquet
Short CV
Alexandre Hocquet is Profesor of History of Science at the
Université de Lorraine, France, and Member of the Laboratory
Archives Henri-Poincaré—Philosophie et Recherches sur les
Sciences et les Technologies. His focus is on STS,
particularly on the relationships between software and the
production of knowledge in computational chemistry, but also
in Wikipedia and Football Manager. Methodologically, his works rely on the analysis of
threaded conversations in web forums or mailing lists. His interest within the history of
science focuses mainly on using his previous line of research - computational chemistry
- as a case study to highlight the complex relationship between models in computational
science and software. He does this work in collaboration with historian and philosopher
of science Frédéric Wieber.

Project
Computer simulations: Software as the elephant in the room

Software as a scientific instrument is "eating" the scientific world, yet, despite its
ubiquity, it is surprisingly absent in HPS or even STS accounts of computer simulations.
This project strives to address the entangled relationships between computer
simulations models and software as a complex socio-technical system. The project
began as a history of computational chemistry from the advent of software in the lab
until now. From the "software crisis" to the "reproducibility crisis", computational
chemistry is a world full of tensions (and debates) among scientists. Tensions between
academic and business norms that stem from the commodification of software have
been highlighted (in the IEEE Annals of the History of Computing). The significance of
model parameters as an epistemic object that is entangled with the materialities of
software has been described (in Perspectives on science. Methodological choices of
relying on mailing lists debates to unveil controversies have been explained (in Internet
Histories).
Epistemic characteristics have been defined to account for epistemic issues of
computational reproducibility that involve software, beyond transparency (in the
European Journal for the Philosophy of Science). It has now become a project to
advocate for the inclusion of software as a complex socio-technical system to address
the scientific practices in computer simulations, in computerized scientific activity in
general, and even everything that is "algorithms" or "digital" in science, through the
prism of software. **Software is much more than code**. It is not only written, it is
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designed, it is packaged, it is licensed, it is distributed, and above all, it is used.
Openness. Licensing. Transparency. Black boxing. Reproducibility. The very tensions of
this community throughout the 70s to the 2010s are today's buzzwords in a world of
"open science" in "replicability crisis". We argue that they need to be historicized if they
are to be understood.

Publications (Selection)
Hocquet, A., Wieber, F. (2021) Epistemic issues in computational reproducibility:
software as the elephant in the room. In European Journal for Philosophy of Science 11
(38), doi.org/10.1007/s13194-021-00362-9.
Wieber F. & Hocquet A. (2020). Models, Parameterization, and Software:
Epistemic Opacity. In Computational Chemistry Perspectives on Science 28, 5, pp. 610–
629.
Wieber, F., Pisanty, A., & Hocquet, A. (2018). “We were here before the Web and
hype…”: a brief history of and tribute to the Computational Chemistry List. In Journal of
Cheminformatics, 10(1), 67.
Hocquet, A., & Wieber, F. Mailing list archives as useful primary sources for historians:
looking for flame wars. In Internet Histories, 2018 (1), April 2018.
Hocquet, A., & Wieber, F. “Only the Initiates Will Have the Secrets Revealed”:
Computational Chemists and the Openness of Scientific Software. In IEEE Annals of the
History of Computing, 39(4), October-December 2017.
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Dr. Erica Onnis
Short CV
Erica Onnis is Subject Expert and Research Fellow in
Theoretical Philosophy at the University of Turin,
where she is an active member of the Labont - Center
for Ontology. During her PhD, she devoted herself to
the understanding and clarification of the concept of
emergence. She was visiting student at University
College Cork under the supervision of Joel Walmsley,
an expert in British Emergentism, and at the University
of Lisbon, under the supervision of David Yates, who
is developing the project Emergence in the Natural
Sciences. Her research focuses on the nature of
emergent phenomena, and the relation between the
notion of emergence and those of reduction, novelty,
complexity, and causation.

Project
Emergence between Biology and Metaphysics. Complexity, Distributed Causation,
and Qualitative Novelty
In recent years, many general and comprehensive models of emergence have been
formulated. However, they rarely consider the heterogeneity and contextual nature of
emergent phenomena. In my project, therefore, I would like to formulate a particular
model of emergence able to specifically describe complex biological systems. To do so,
I will focus on two points. First, I will examine and suggest a revision of the theory of
causation usually associated with emergence; secondly, I will clarify the scope of the
notion of qualitative novelty, which corresponds to diversity and differentiation and plays
an extremely important role in biology.
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Publications
Onnis, E. (forthcoming 2021), Metafisica dell’emergenza. Torino, Rosenberg &
Sellier.
Onnis, E. (2020), Emergencia e icnología ontológica. Hacia un textualismo
metafísico. Estudios Filosóficos, 68(199): pp. 559-571.
Onnis, E. (2019), Parts, wholes and systems. The concept of emergence in
Philosophy and Science. Philosophy Kitchen, 8(11), doi.org/10.13135/23851945/11.2019
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Dr. Markus Pantsar
Short CV
Markus Pantsar is Senior Grant Researcher in Theoretical
Philosophy at the Faculty of Arts, University of Helsinki,
Finland. In 2017, he received the Title of Docent from the
University of Helsinki. His research has focused on empiricallyinformed epistemology of mathematics. In the recent years, he
has moved his focus of research towards computational
modeling of cognitive processes involved in mathematics and
their complexity. Between 2013 and 2014, he was a Visiting
Researcher at the Munich Center for Mathematical Philosophy, Ludwig-MaximiliansUniversität München, Germany. His current research project, Epistemology of
Mathematics and the Cognitive Foundations of Arithmetic and Geometry, is funded by
the Finnish Cultural Foundation. He has published articles in Synthese, Erkenntnis, Minds
and Machines, Philosophia Mathematica and Frontiers in Psychology.

Project
Descriptive Complexity, Computational Tractability, and the Logical and
Cognitive Foundations of Mathematics
The starting point of my project is that our cognitive abilities are the result of processes
of enculturation that transform our basic biological faculties through the cultural
transmission of cognitive practices. Human cognitive competences differ between
cultures since they are tied to specific cultural practices, making both the ontogeny and
phylogeny of human cognitive capacities tied to particular cultural settings. Human
intelligence is a social, cultural phenomenon and the theoretical framework we use must
be sensitive to the social and cultural factors. In my previous work, I have researched
the enculturated development of cognitive capacities when it comes to mathematics. In
this project I take the framework of enculturation and apply it to questions of artificial
intelligence (AI), simulation and machine learning. While the development of AI is not
necessarily aimed at simulating human intelligence, in many applications it is developed
in close connection to our best understanding of human cognition. This leads to several
fundamental questions concerning the connection between machine intelligence and
human intelligence:
·
What do we consider to be the kind of human intelligence that we want to simulate
with AI?
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·
How do we account for cultural differences in intelligence (and what is considered
to be intelligence) in AI research?
·
How should considerations of complexity and computational tractability be included
in developing AI and machine learning?
·
What is the relation between the notion of computational complexity (relevant to
AI) and the notion of cognitive complexity (relevant to humans)?
These types of questions form the foundation for my research project, in which I aim to
gain a better understanding of what intelligence is, and how it can be artificially
produced.

Publications (Selection)
Pantsar, M. (2021). Descriptive complexity, computational tractability, and the
logical and cognitive foundations of mathematics. In Minds and Machines, 31(1): pp. 7598.
Pantsar, M. (2021). Cognitive and computational complexity: Considerations from
mathematical
problem
solving.
In
Erkenntnis,
86(4):
pp.
961-997.
doi.org/10.1007/s10670-019-00140-3
Pantsar, M. (2021). Objectivity in Mathematics, Without Mathematical Objects. In
Philosophia Mathematica, pp. 1-35. doi.org/10.1093/philmat/nkab010
Pantsar, M. (2021) Bootstrapping of Integer Concepts: the Stronger DeviantInterpretation Challenge (and How To Solve It). In Synthese, 1-24.
doi.org/10.1007/s11229-021-03046-2
Fabry, R. E., & Pantsar, M. (2021). A fresh look at research strategies in
computational cognitive science: The case of enculturated mathematical problem solving.
In Synthese, 198(4): pp. 3221-3263. doi.org/10.1007/s11229-019-02276-9
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Dr. Dr.phil René von Schomberg
Short CV
René von Schomberg is Guest Professor at the
Technical University of Darmstadt, Germany. He holds
PhDs from the University of Twente, the Netherlands (in
Science and Technology Studies) and the Goethe
University in Frankfurt am Main, Germany (in
Philosophy). He was a European Union Fellow and
Guest-Professor at George Mason University, USA,
from 2007-2008 and has been with the European
Commission form 1998 -1 January 2022. He is a wellknown opinion leader on Responsible Research and
Innovation and Open Science. He is also a leading expert in the field of "Decision
making under scientific uncertainty" and on the role of scientific advice in policy.
Additionally, he is well known for his work on the Precautionary Principle and for work in
relation to the Sustainable Development Goals.
He runs a blog with resources on Responsible Innovation, Ethics, Open Science and
Foresight and the Precautionary Principle.

Project
The prospects of institutionalizing the research values ‘openness’ and ‘
responsibility’in a governance framework ofscience that incentivesopen research
and scholarshipfor the production of socially desirable outputs
The prospects of institutionalizing the research values ‘openness’ and ‘responsibility’ in
a governance framework of science that incentives open research and scholarship for
the production of socially desirable outputs
The first objective of the study is to provide an analysis to what extent the research
value of ‘openness’ is part of a particular research culture of a scientific discipline, an
interdisciplinary research field or a research mission and what it requires from such
research cultures to adapt to research missions in open science mode which are
characterized by early knowledge and data sharing and open collaboration. The study
will also specify which institutional changes in the rewards and incentives system of
science are required to foster open science and whether and how these changes need
to match research cultures. The second objective is how co-responsibility of science,
policy and society can be institutionalized in a governance framework for the production
of socially desirable outputs of science and innovation.
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Publications (Selection)
Owen, R., von Schomberg, R. & Macnaghten, P. (2021): An unfinished journey?
Reflections on a decade of responsible research and innovation, Journal of Responsible
Innovation, DOI: 10.1080/23299460.2021.1948789
von Schomberg, R. (2019) International Handbook on Responsible Innovation, a
Global Resource. Co-edited with Jonathan Hankins, Cheltenham and Northhampton,
MA: Edward Elgar Publishing.
von Schomberg, R. (2011) Towards Responsible Research and Innovation in the ICT
and Security Technology Fields Luxembourg: Publications Office of the European
Union.
von Schomberg, R. (2010) Understanding Public Debate on Nanotechnologies.
Options for Public Policy, coedited with Sarah Davies, a report of the European
Commission's Services, Luxembourg: Publications Office of the European Union.
von Schomberg, R. (2006) Implementing the Precautionary Principle. Perspectives
and Prospects. Co-edited with Elisabeth Fisher and Judy Jones, Cheltenham, UK and
Northampton, MA, US: Edward Elgar.
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Prof. Frederik Stjernfelt
Short CV
Frederik Stjernfelt is Professor at the Dept. of
Communication,
Aalborg
University
Copenhagen, Denmark. He is especially
interested in the Peircean notions of
diagrams, and in how propositions seem
particularly relevant for philosophy of science
and current internet developments where
external, multimodal, truth-claiming representations such as diagrams, charts, matrices,
maps, etc. are crucial. A further research interest is in philosophy of science. Since 2011,
he has been commissioned by the Velux Foundation to conduct investigations of Danish
humanities scholars, their data, methods, theories, research aims, dissemination, and
collaborations, based on extensive questionnaire surveys. Furthermore, he also
researches on the intellectual history of the Enlightenment and has recently published,
with two historians, a large monograph on the Danish "Press Freedom Period" 1770-73.
He has been visiting fellow at the Humboldt University (2010), the University of
Canterbury in Christchurch, NZ (2017), and PUC Rio de Janeiro (2020).

Project
The Digitally Extended Human – a Perspectivist Philosophical Anthropology
The ongoing digitization of communication, trade, administration, homes and much more
in modern societies implies that new aspects of human beings are developed and
discovered. Digitization continuously expands human capacities humans – while
simultaneously making individuals and societies still more dependent upon the choices,
kinds, and qualities of digital extensions. A strong argument can be made that the
development of controlled extensions has been a crucial feature of human beings during
all of historical, cultural evolution – cf. recent discussions of “the extended mind”. Such
extension, however, is taking a new leap with digitization. This calls for a thorough
revision of philosophical anthropology – understanding the essential features of human
beings as a species. This tradition has not been strong in the recent era of postmodernism
and constructivism, but the growing entanglement of humans with digital and other
technologies calls for a reinvigoration of philosophical anthropology on a new,
perspectivist basis.
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Each single-discipline attempt at defining the essentials of being human is reductive.
Humans are so complicated a phenomenon that they call for
a perspectivist philosophical anthropology. There is a deeper reason that the study of
human beings is spread over a large array of academic fields, from linguistics to
biology, from archeology to sociology, from philosophy to economics, from psychology
to the arts, from political to computer science, from history to law and religion. Human
beings are, at one and the same time, rational agents, working constructors, emotional
creatures, social animals, semiotic beings, transhumanist cyborgs, creative inventors,
and more – and each of these facets of humanity tends to appear with a certain clarity
in specific situations. Such perspectivism is no relativism, dependent upon subjective
interpretation choices, rather an objective perspectivism claiming that human beings are
multifaceted beings in need of an interdisciplinary investigation charting these different
aspects, their tensions, and their interrelations.

Publications (Selection)
Stjernfelt, F. (2021) Peirce as a Truthmaker Realist: Propositional realism as
backbone of Peircean metaphysics. In Blityri.Studi di storia delle idee sui segni e le lingue,
11(2): pp. 123-36.
Stjernfelt, F. (2020) Grov Konfækt: Tre vilde år med trykkefrihed 1770-73, I-II (with
H. Horstbøll and U. Langen, Copenhagen: Gyldendal), English version in preparation:
The World's First Full Press Freedom: The Radical Experiment of Denmark-Norway
1770-73
Stjernfelt, F. (2018) Signs Conveying Information: On the Range of Peirce's
Notion of Propositions. In Empirical Research on Semiotics and Visual Rhetoric, ed.
by M.Danesi. Hershey, PA: IGI global, pp. 177-192.
Stjernfelt, F. (2014) Natural Propositions: The Actuality of Peirce's Doctrine of
Dicisigns. Boston: Docent Press.
Stjernfelt, F. (2007) Diagrammatology. An Investigation on the Borderlines of
Phenomenology, Ontology, and Semiotics. Dordrecht: Springer.

